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Freshman Pan-Hellenic Dance
Freshman Pan-Hellenic Dance will be held on Friday night at 9 p.m. in the gym of the Iowa Memorial Union. The dance is sponsored by the Alpha Chi Omega, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Delta Phi Epsilon, Delta Phi Theta, Sigma Xi, Alpha Epsilon Phi, and Alpha Omega Delta.

Tells Story of Battleship Iowa
The first of the Iowa-class battleships, the USS Iowa (BB-61), was commissioned on April 2, 1943. The Iowa-class ships were designed to be the most powerful battleships ever built, with a displacement of 68,679 tons and a main gun battery of 9-inch guns. The Iowa-class ships are considered to be the last of the great battleships, and their construction and commissioning marked the end of the battleship era.

Four-Power Treaty
Four-Power Treaty negotiations were held in London in 1932, with representatives from Britain, France, Italy, and Japan. The treaty was intended to limit the expansion of military forces and prevent a return to war. However, the treaty was not successful in achieving its objectives, and tensions continued to rise.

Sanford's Fountain Ink
Sanford's Fountain Ink is an ink company that was established in 1890. The company is known for its high-quality fountain pens and inks, and has been in operation for over 120 years.

Shoes Mart
The Shoe Mart is a major retail chain that sells shoes and clothing. The company is headquartered in Des Moines, Iowa, and has numerous locations throughout the Midwest.
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Full Prepared for Those Who Consider Style and Quality for Their Spring-time Costuming

With New Fashions in Abundance

Every material and every color you could care to consider is here in the most appealing phases of the modern mood, and this, the prices are attractively modest.

The values here are surprising many people who view them purely in "look." They are not only buying, but frankly saying they can do much better here without paying more. Come and see why. Include this shop in your shopping tour.

Suits

Coats

Dresses

$25.00

$15.00

$29.75

$15.00

Sandals

Sports

Hosiery

Womens

Pumps

Men's

Silk Underwear

New Neckties

Tells Story of Battleship Iowa

Former Student Relates Facts
That Refer Peculiar
Cold War

Ralph A. Gannett, former student at the University of Iowa, has gathered together some interesting phases of the events that led to the commissioning of the USS Iowa (BB-61), one of the Iowa-class battleships. He was a member of the commissioning crew, which included Mary Ford Simons, the daughter of Iowa's first Families of the Iowa.

Mary Ford Simons served on the Iowa-class battleships during World War II, and her experiences are documented in her memoirs. She was a stewardess on the USS Iowa, and her account of the commissioning ceremony is included in the book "The Iowa Story: A Memoir of the USS Iowa (BB-61)."

The ceremony was held on April 2, 1943, at the Detroit, Michigan, Navy Yard. The Iowa-class battleships were the last of the great battleships, and their commissioning marked the end of the battleship era.

Mary Ford Simons was a member of the commissioning crew, and her account of the ceremony is included in the book "The Iowa Story: A Memoir of the USS Iowa (BB-61)." She was a stewardess on the USS Iowa, and her experiences are documented in her memoirs. She was a stewardess on the USS Iowa, and her account of the commissioning ceremony is included in the book "The Iowa Story: A Memoir of the USS Iowa (BB-61)."
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English Voters Disregard Party
Ties As Democracy Trend Was
Shown In State Government Defeats

By Hazard T. Stone
(United Press Service Correspondent)

Loudon, April 16--In England, as in America, the majority of the people today are carrying on their own business, unguided by the pull or push of any party line, regardless of the party, so long as it is convenient to their wishes.

The discovery has been made in connection with the recent government defeats in by-elections. One of England's most active political observers, Austin Chamberlair, has publicly diagnosed the current political malaise. His observations are worthy echoed by his old chief, David Lloyd George.

In all countries of the world, the old politics are apparently undergoing a metamorphosis, sometimes violently, sometimes more subtly.

In the case of England, Mr. Chamberlair paints a picture of the future:

"For the first time within our memory a large part of the electorate is becoming unattached to a party. They vote on the issues of the moment for the winner of the moment, not on the political line which is the by-product.

"If the party line is one for a few, stable, and consistent policy, the electorate will back the winning candidate. If the party line is for the present, and the winning candidate is for the moment, the electorate will give him its support.

"In the United States, the government today is exercising its own judgment, regardless of the party line. Whether the party line is liberal or the conservatives, be able to think of the day, the party best represents their mood of the day, and they will vote accordingly."

Amer. News

The party line is one for a few, stable, and consistent policy. The electorate will back the winning candidate. If the party line is for the present, and the winning candidate is for the moment, the electorate will give him its support.

"It's been a long time since $5 bought as much quality and style. This co-operation among the leading makers brings you the utmost for the money."

LUTHERAN CLUB SENDS DELEGATES

Six Local Students Help To Organize National Assemblies

The Lutheran students in this University next week will attend the second annual conference of Argosy College and Seminary, Black Hawk School, near the week before they depart for college.

"We've other new dresses at
$10.00, $15.00 and $20.00.

"In the Season's Newest
SPORT COATS

35 new sport coats, plain and plaid effects, are special values at...

"The Drama League
Of Iowa City

presents

“DULCY”

A Brilliant American Comedy by

George S. Kaufman and
Marc Connell

Wednesday, April 18
At the
Englel Theatre

Admission--Free

Overture 74$d M. P.
Curtain 8:3b P. M.

Tickets for sale at Whetstone's and by members of the Drama League. Reservations may be made at box office of Englel.
the simple and was pretty much a poodle to Barry's men for the three innings he was in. In the second after Theophane was out safe at first on an infield hit, and steel and woodcleft had advanced so far as third, Lee threw wild at the plate when the runner successfully scored from third, and the final run came home.

In the last half of the inning with both on second, Moe, senior infielder for the seconds put on Becker's runners out at first and the score stood one all.

The varsity scored again, making the next inning with the aid of one error infield and a base on balls for the runners, the score stood 2-0. Unlucky, however the next inning was to prove the turning point which settled the matter that the score, and cleared across the first run of the inning.

Borer and Fabris allowed their staff for about three innings each of the second. Of the looked good. Neither lacked control or a sufficient bank of stuff to stuff the mound. Both of them looked anything like the regulars last evening. The running hop, skip, and jump of the various events were ordered, and this year that has benefitted riding classes.

SECONDS AND VARIETY SCRAP TO 2-2 DRAW

Good And Bad Baseball
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**Marriage vs. Flappers!**

**Pastime Theatre**

**Today and Tomorrow**

**A Brilliant Revival!**

of one of the best pictures these two stars ever appeared in

Norma Talmadge and Thomas Meighan

*The Heart of Wetona*

Norma Talmadge as an Indian maid portrays one of the most emotional situations in her entire career. This is admirably supported by Thomas Meighan.

They have requested a private engagement so that we are sure you, too, will enjoy seeing it. Directed by the man who produced "Through the Picture" has everything you can ask for. Way out of the ordinary—so different that it will be a real treat. A new print. —You’ll like it.

**ALSO Brandon Comedy and Pathé Review**

**Starting Friday for 4 Days**

A picture that every young man who went to war ought to see.

"Skin Deep" with Fred and Wilbur B. West, Milton Sills who plays a dual role.

It’s a whip of a story.
Isaac Newton's scientific inventions of the last war were chosen on their makers. As a school, diversity of philosophy. They were regarded as dunce ment, teaching monotheism, rather than the author of the theories of equality of women. An theism then now occupying world attention. His gymnastics

---
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The University of Engineering

Of all the things that go to make the successful engineer, none is more important, nor more in step with the spirit of the profession, than a stubborn attitude. One man says about another—"he is always willing to learn," "he doesn't think he knows it all"—and he intends to pay a high compliment when he says it.

The great engineers are always learning, always seeking for more knowledge. They begin with this desire for fuller understanding, and they keep it up to the end.

Any engineering operation, over and above the primary purpose for which it is carried out, is an active and post-graduate class in engineering, also. So that "Westinghouse, or any other great business," is, of its very nature, a University where theory and practice combine to make bigger, broader and more practical engineers.

The courses in this University are not limited to prescribed subjects nor terms—the subjects are almost infinite, and the semesters are endless. Men with the weight of years on their shoulders, and learn side-by-side with those whose health has just dawned.

This post-graduate school fits men for almost anything. Fit them for it, and those whose health has just dawned.

To Europe at Your Own Price

Travel costs to Europe have been lowered by our cabin fleet of 14 delightful steamers to such an extent that you can cross for what you would spend at an American summer resort.

Passage money as low as $115 entitles you to the best that the ship affords in food and service, full enjoyment of all her spacious decks and attractive public rooms—all the pleasures of summer days at sea and care-free nights.

The thousands who have been lured away by the fascinations of unknown peoples and storied places—professional people, students, men and women of affairs—you will meet them on our cabin steamers.

White Star Line's American Line to Europe of Red Star Line Territorial Office, 270 Broadway, New York 13 No. Dearborn St., Chicago or local agents
Some interesting statistical data...